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Abstract

Welton Becket and Bullock’s Pasadena: Quiet Icons of
Mid-Century Design

Elise Louise King, M.I.D.
The University of Texas at Austin, 2012

Supervisor: Christopher Long

Following the Second World War department stores transitioned from the
downtown establishments of the first half of the century to the enclosed shopping malls
of the second; however, for a period of about six years, from 1945 to 1951, the standalone department store fulfilled the needs of suburbanites. During this struggle to define
the new suburban shopping experience, Welton Becket and Walter Wurdeman designed
Bullock’s Pasadena—the first embodiment of their research-based “total design”
philosophy.
Today, Becket is best known for his iconic Capitol Records building and the
assembly line efficiency of Welton Becket and Associates, but he devoted much of the
late 1940s and 1950s to designing department stores and shopping centers. As store
managers and fellow architects strained to build department stores for automobile, Becket
emerged with a research-based solution that he later termed “total-design.” Similar to the
concept of Gesamtkunstwerk, Becket’s “total-design” was a philosophy that required
attention to nuance and detail—in the case of department stores this included furniture,
v

fixtures, carpet, and even price tags and restaurant menus. But he also sought to support
his designs with research and study.1 Before Becket designed Bullock’s Pasadena, his
first department store, he dedicated a year to analyzing the customers, employees, and
efficiency of Bullock’s. This investigation resulted in an open-plan store with flexible
furnishings and a sympathetic approach to the automobile, including parking lots that
integrated with the store’s layout.
Becket was not alone in his exploration of suburban department stores. Architects
from around the country, including Raymond Loewy, Victor Gruen, John Graham, and
Morris Ketchum, created their own prototypes for this new building typology. But many
found it difficult to compete with Becket’s extensive research and empirical method.
Several stores, such as B. Altman’s Miracle Mile branch on Long Island (1947) and
Bamberger’s branch in Morristown, New Jersey (1949), had to be renovated or relocated
within ten years of opening, unable to keep pace with growing storage and parking
demands. Becket, by contrast, studied population densities and demographics, freeway
connections and traffic congestion to establish the number of parking spaces and their
location on site. Instead of utilizing parking space ratios, favored by his peers, he relied
on a wider scope of analysis to inform his designs.
Bullock’s Pasadena provides the basis for this study and demonstrates the
evolution of Becket’s design process that would come to define one of the world’s largest
architecture firms.

1

William Dudley Hunt, Total Design: Architecture of Welton Becket and Associates (New York: McGrawHill, 1971), 4.
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INTRODUCTION

On September 10, 1947 “the store of the future” opened in a quiet, residential area
of Pasadena, California.2 Designed by Welton Becket and Walter Wurdeman, this branch
of Bullock's Department Store quickly emerged as a prototype for post-war retailing.
Built for the automobile and a burgeoning suburban middle class, it featured an
unprecedented six acres of parking and an open-plan interior defined by individual
“shops.” One year after opening, Bullock's Pasadena had doubled its projected sales
figures and positioned Wurdeman and Becket as architects for a new age.
Today, Becket's buildings are more well-known than their architect. His Capital
Records tower and Cinerama Dome are Los Angeles icons—featured in numerous films
and photographs. But much of Becket's oeuvre consists of corporate and commercial
designs, often dismissed by critics as “uninspired.” During the Depression Becket
developed a commitment to budgets and efficiency that further categorized him as a
bland, corporate architect. Much of this criticism is unfounded, but Becket remains
difficult to classify. An architect without an individual style, he designed unique
buildings based upon the needs of each client.
Despite his role in Becket & Associates, one of the largest and most prodigious
international architecture firms during the 1960s and 1970s, Becket is the subject of few
studies. William Hunt’s Total Design: Architecture of Welton Becket and Associates is
the only book to focus specifically on his work. Published in 1971, Total Design stresses
Becket & Associates' corporate structure—unique for its machine-like efficiency and

2

“Bullock’s: Landmark in Retailing History,” Pasadena Star News (Pasadena, CA), Sept. 25, 1977.
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assembly line production methods—with little attention given to Becket's earlier
architecture with partner Walter Wurdeman.
More recent publications fall into two categories: those that discuss Becket as part
of the larger narrative of mid-century architecture; and those that situate Bullock's
Pasadena within the history of retail design. Both are surveys, providing an overview of
his architecture without detailed analyses. Becket, an architect who produced a large
body of work as part of two corporate architecture firms, lends himself to this type of
study. But cursory investigations have created a "Cliffnotes" version of a complex and
multi-faceted architect.
An examination of Bullock’s Pasadena, well-documented and unique in both
Becket’s career and mid-century retailing, offers insight into the design process of one of
the twentieth century’s most under-investigated architects. Bullock’s provided Becket
more than critical acclaim and financial success, it was the first realization of “total
design” and a fulfillment of axioms determined during the Depression and World War II.
A triangulation of methods provides varied and comprehensive lenses to view
Becket and Bullock's Pasadena. This study examines critically Becket’s biography along
with his written and visual record. But, to date, his drawings and correspondences are
spread among family members, archives, and Ellerbe Becket, the successor to Becket and
Associates, creating a challenging research environment.

Mid-century newspapers,

architectural journals, and magazines also offer insight, but as always with such sources,
objectivity remains a problem. Examining Becket and Bullock’s through historical and
contemporary several lenses, including photographs, newspapers, and oral histories, can
provide a more complete picture.

2

Chapter 1: Background
THE RISE OF DEPARTMENT STORES
Americans were first introduced to department stores during the second half of the
nineteenth century. Following French and English precedents, they originated as singlebranch retailers that offered a variety of goods and services under one roof. These early
department stores were built in rapidly expanding industrial centers—New York,
Chicago, and St. Louis—that could produce a wide array of goods at low prices.
Throughout its history, the department store has served as a symbol and a measure of
middle-class wealth.
Department stores were not limited to the northeast. Most major American cities
developed their own brands—Broadway in Los Angeles, Neiman Marcus in Dallas, and
D. H. Holmes in Louisiana were but a few of many. This rapid growth proved difficult
for architects, who struggled to predict inventory and space requirements. During the first
two decades of the twentieth century, it was not uncommon for a department store to be
demolished and rebuilt every fifteen years to keep pace with ballooning stock
requirements.3
World War I and the brief financial turmoil that followed did little to slow sales.
By the 1920s department stores sought to attract a higher-end clientele. Macy’s was the
first to abandon its discount store image, but Lord & Taylor and other retailers soon
followed.4 Store buyers traveled the world in search of exotic goods, and marketing
teams developed window displays and print advertisements to attract customers.

3

Richard Longstreth, The American Department Store Transformed, 1920-1960 (New Haven: Yale
University Press, 2010), 5.
4 Ibid., 6–8.
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Department stores not only embraced, but also helped found, the fields of advertising and
graphic design.
Department stores continued to expand rapidly, building additional branches and
remodeling flagships. But when the stock market crashed on October 23, 1929, sales
plummeted. Between 1929 and 1933 nationwide retail sales were cut in half, dropping
from $48.5 to $24.4 billion.5 Department stores closed, filed for bankruptcy, and
consolidated. Those that remained in business rebranded to convince customers of their
affordability. Tearooms were replaced with more basic lunchrooms and fine Parisian
goods were exchanged for those made in America. Economy and affordability were key.
By the end of the 1930s, sales had begun to improve, and as America entered
World War II department stores witnessed a resurgence of customers. Money was more
readily available but goods and supplies were not. Wartime rationing left stores with
limited merchandise, and in some cases empty shelves. Proving their adaptability,
department stores shortened hours and restricted purchases on high-demand products.
As the war came to a close, veterans returned home with money to spend and a
desire for material comforts. Supply and demand were once again closely aligned, but
another change was on the horizon.

Families had begun leaving city centers and

relocating to affordable housing in the suburbs. Enticed by cheap land and large profits
department stores were quick to follow, but store executives soon realized they would
need a new type of store to meet the demands of “the carriage trade.”
Mid-Century Stores
In the years following World War II, hundreds of department stores were built in
suburban areas. Like Bullock’s Pasadena, most were stand-alones, not connected to other
5

Jan Whitaker, Service and Style: How the American Department Store Fashioned the Middle Class (New
York: St. Martin’s Press, 2006), 20.
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shops. In California, as in much of the country, local firms competed with East-coast
powerhouses for projects. Within a year of Bullock’s Pasadena opening, other suburban
department stores were completed by Los Angeles-based A.C. Martin and Victor Gruen,
as well New York firm Raymond Loewy Associates.6
Loewy Associates, creators of streamlined products, designed department stores
with a similar emphasis on efficiency and mechanization. Raymond Loewy, like Becket,
considered research as integral to the design process. He conducted extensive economic
studies for Foley’s and Gimbel’s and designed stores that included “maximum
mechanization to reduce operation costs.”7 In 1947 Loewy completed a Foley’s
Department Store in Houston, Texas. Featuring 5,619 different types of light fixtures and
record-setting forty-eight inch wide escalator stairs, the store was a machine for
consumption. The president of Foley’s described the flagship as “the finest department
store that architectural skill and engineering could devise.”8 Engineering, or at least the
appearance of being engineered, was the focus. Historical accounts tell of impressive,
motorized window displays, though few mention the joy of shopping there.
In the same year, Los-Angeles architect Albert Martin Jr. completed a store for
May & Company on Crenshaw Boulevard.9 Martin’s design featured an exterior with
streamlined curves and a central, cylindrical tower.

Like Loewy’s store, it was

windowless, relying entirely on artificial lighting. And similar to Bullock’s Pasadena,
May & Company included an evenly-spaced column grid.

But that is where the

similarities end. May & Company had a central aisle that divided the ground floor in
6 Cohan, Charles C., “Los Angeles Development Reaches New Heights,” Los Angeles Times (Los Angeles,
California, January 2, 1948).
7 Raymond Loewy, Never Leave Well Enough Alone (Baltimore: The John Hopkins University Press,
2002), 202.
8 Ibid.
9 “40 Stores,” Architectural Forum 88, no. 5 (May 1948): 102–05.
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two, offering perfume and makeup on either side.

Loewy’s and Martin’s post-war

department stores were the beginning of the generic, window-less structures that are still
in use today.
Los Angeles continued to expand, and in 1949, two years after the opening of
Bullock’s Pasadena, Victor Gruen completed Milliron’s Department Store in
Westchester.10 The grand opening indicated a promising future—shoppers waited for
hours in lines that wrapped around the block. Critics praised Milliron’s “attentiongetting” design that included a drive-through entrance arch, tilted display windows, and a
rooftop motor court.11 But the celebration was short-lived. A disorienting interior layout
proved inefficient for employees and confusing for customers.12 Milliron’s executives
remained upbeat in public, but privately considered the store a “disaster.” Becket and
Gruen were both inspired by the automobile. For Gruen, it was a delineator of external
form, a muse. Becket, in contrast, designed to accommodate it, as if the car itself was the
client. This difference alludes to the disparities between their department stores.

10

After Milliron’s was sold, Gruen relocated to the mid-west. He was not deterred, and in the early 1950s
designed a 163 acre outdoor shopping center near Detroit. Northland Shopping Center became a prototype
for the outdoor mall, and two years later, in 1956, Gruen completed Southdale Shopping Mall in Edina,
Minnesota. The 800,000 square foot conditioned space was the first enclosed mall in the United States.
Gruen’s original plans called for Southdale to function as a community, with apartments, schools, offices,
and other shops. But only the mall portion was constructed. Other architects soon followed and, much to
Gruen’s dismay, his incomplete enclosed mall became the basis the modern mall. He complained that
other architects had “bastardized” his ideas and returned to Europe a successful but unhappy man. For
further information see: M. Jeffery Hardwick, Mall Maker: Victor Gruen, Architect of an American Dream
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2004).
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Morris Ketchum, “Current Trends in Store Design,” Architectural Record 103, no. 136 (1948): 109–144.
Richard Longstreth, “Review: Mall Maker: Victor Gruen, Architect of an American Dream by M.
Jeffery Hardwick,” The Business History Review 78, no. 1 (spring 2004): 142–144.
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LIFE AS BECKET
Early Years
Welton David Becket was born on August 7, 1902 in Seattle, Washington. Raised
by a family of builders, he grew up knowing he was going to be an architect. But life
was not always easy for Becket. The youngest of six children, he rarely saw his father, a
mining-engineer and builder who preferred the solitude of Alaska.13 This left Becket's
mother, Evangeline, and eldest brother, Evro, to manage his upbringing. Evangeline, the
daughter of a Baptist Minister and Civil War surgeon, was "a woman of wit and
wisdom,"14 always reiterating the value of a good education. Becket's male role model,
Evro, was also a builder and encouraged his younger brother to become an architect.
In 1923, Becket enrolled in the University of Washington’s School of
Architecture. Under the leadership of Dean Carl Gould, Washington’s program followed
a Beaux-Arts methodology that focused on classical precedents and historicist details.15
Becket formed important connections with his classmates, including future partner,
Walter Wurdeman, and modernist architect, Paul Thiry. Following graduation in 1927,
Becket was faced with a difficult decision. He had two offers: a scholarship in
architecture at L'Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Fountainbleau and a professional football
contract with the Green Bay Packers. With his mother's urging, Becket decided to further
his education in France. 1927 marked the end of his football career, but he credited the
sport with teaching him how to lose.16

13

Norris Leap, “Welton Becket Has Destiny on His Side,” Los Angeles Times (1923-Current File) (Los
Angeles, Calif., United States, Los Angeles, Calif., January 23, 1958).
14 Ibid.
15 Because Thiry, Becket, and Wurdeman shared many of the same educational experiences, his oral
history interview offers insight into this period of Becket’s life. He For more information, see: Oral
History Interview with Paul Thiry, 1983 Sept. 15-16, Archives of American Art, Smithsonian Institution.
16 Leap, “Welton Becket Has Destiny on His Side.”
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Becket returned to America in 1929, just in time for the Stock Market crash. He
worked in Los Angeles for a few months, but the declining economy forced him to move
home. In 1930 Becket reconnected with former classmate Walter Wurdeman, who had
returned from his studying at MIT. After passing the architecture licensing exam, they
formed a partnership and with the help of Evro, quickly found commissions. Between
1930 and 1932 Wurdeman and Becket completed at least nine projects, including a hotel,
parking garage, fraternity house, candy store, and several houses.17 They range in style
from Art Deco, the Meany Hotel Garage, to Tudor Revival, the H.O. Compton house. In
1932, Wurdeman and Becket established a small office in the Meany Hotel, a building
owned and managed by Evro. Less than one year later they left everything behind and
moved to Los Angeles.
Los Angeles weathered the Depression better than many parts of the country, but
Wurdeman and Becket, inexperienced and without connections, struggled to find work.
After a few small projects they asked Charles Plummer, a more seasoned architect, to join
their partnership. The next few years were difficult. They even agreed to redesign
Clifton's Cafeteria in exchange for food. But Becket would recall the Depression as “the
best thing that ever happened to me. A depression makes you cost-conscious. It makes
you learn how to stretch your client’s dollar.”18 He never lost sight of these lessons. A
rare architect, known for going under instead of over budget, Becket gained a reputation
as an innovator who searched for cost-effective solutions.

17

“Welton D. Becket.” Washington State Department of Archaeology & Historic Preservation (DAHP),”
n.d. http://www.dahp.wa.gov/learn-and-research/architect-biographies/welton-d-becket.
18 “CONSTRUCTION: Walt & Welt,” Time Magazine, March 1, 1948.
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Growing Reputation
In 1934 Wurdeman, Becket, and Plummer entered an international competition to
design the Pan Pacific Auditorium in Los Angeles. They were selected, from a pool of
nineteen architects, to create a temporary space for the National Housing Exposition. But
Wurdeman, Becket, and Plummer had no time to celebrate.19 After sourcing materials
and contractors, they had a mere six weeks to construct the 100,000 square foot building.
They not only met the deadline, but to the city's surprise, finished a few days early. PPA,
Wurdeman, Becket, and Plummer's largest project to date, became a beloved landmark.
The Streamline Moderne structure, with its finned entrance and porthole windows hosted
politicians and celebrities, from Dwight D. Eisenhower to Elvis Presley. Becket's friend,
Walt Disney, also copied the design for the entrance to MGM Studios in Florida.20
Wurdeman, Becket, and Plummer benefitted greatly from both PPA's publicity
and $5,000 commission. Wurdeman invested his portion in a membership to the Los
Angeles Country Club, expanding his social circle to include Hollywood stars. Soon stars
Robert Montgomery, Cesar Romero, James Cagney, Virginia Bruce, and Jeanne Crain
owned Wurdeman and Becket designs. Following popular taste, these palatial residences
were historicist and traditional, designed in Mission style, Tudor, or French colonial,
among others.
Wurdeman and Becket attempted to create historicist residences with “honesty
and authenticity,”21 but were often challenged by clients who did not understand their
desire for historical and design continuity. Becket later recounted a particular client who
forced a reevaluation of their design process: “Once we did a house that was mission

19

Leap, “Welton Becket Has Destiny on His Side.”
Ibid.
21 William D Hunt, Total Design: Architecture of Welton Becket and Associates (New York: McGraw-Hill,
1971), 10.
20
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style, and the owners called in a decorator afterward to furnish it in the worst sort of
futuristic 1925 French modern. That did it. From then on, we always tried to get clients to
let us do the whole design.”22 During these years of limited design control they began to
form a philosophy that would shape their later careers—“total design.” Beginning as a
method to ensure the follow-through of their vision for a project, in the coming years
“total design” would evolve into a research-based, all-inclusive approach to architecture.
By the early 1940s Wurdeman and Becket were facing new challenges. Plummer
died in 1939, and as the war escalated in Europe, construction slowed in the United
States. Shortly after Plummer's death the President of the Philippines, Manuel Quezon,
offered Becket a unique opportunity. Quezon, overwhelmed by the slums surrounding
the capital city of Manila, asked Becket to develop a solution. Becket and his wife, Fay,
left California in 1939, not returning until 18-months later.23 They stayed in Manila
where he designed the Jai Alai stadium, several clubs, and a large government housing
project.24 After finishing construction, the Beckets took a three-week trip to China, but
severe flooding forced them to stay for almost two months. They finally returned to Los
Angeles in January of 1941.
Reunited, Wurdeman and Becket continued to find work, but their dreams of
complete design control would have to wait. The extravagant Hollywood mansions of the
1930s were no longer in demand; instead, the United States’ government offered them a
commission to design 14,000 wartime housing units.25 Overwhelmed, Wurdeman and

22

Ibid.
Christy Fox, “Welton Beckets Back From Orient Journey,” Los Angeles Times (1923-Current File) (Los
Angeles, Calif., United States, Los Angeles, Calif., 1941).
24 “Jai Alai Sports Center in Manila,” Architectural Record 97 (1945): 74–79.
25 Hunt, Total Design: Architecture of Welton Becket and Associates, 10–11.
23
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Becket expanded their office to almost forty employees. The volume of work also forced
them to design efficiently and investigate more streamlined methods of production.
In 1942 Wurdeman and Becket received another planning commission to design
the Pueblo del Rio housing complex in South-Central Los Angeles. They collaborated
with a team of renowned artists and architects—Richard Neutra, Gordon Kaufman,
Adrian Wilson, Paul R. Williams, and Paul Revere—to build fifty-seven apartment
buildings for African American factory workers and their families. Architect and
Engineer praised del Rio, one of the first public housing projects, for its low-slung
buildings and park-like setting.26 But like other well-intentioned housing projects, del Rio
relied on architecture alone to fix social problems. By the 1970s this once beacon of
modern planning had become infested with graffiti and gang violence.27
After Del Rio, Becket's architecture took a more modernist turn. Long regarded as
a proponent of efficient space planning and stylistic simplicity, he embraced an
increasingly modernist form language, similar to the casual California modernism
expounded by Neutra. Becket further developed this pared down, rectilinear architecture
in a concept for post-war living.
In 1943 Fritz Burns, a California real estate developer, approached Wurdeman
and Becket to design a show-house for modern living. Opening to the public in 1946, the
Post-War House advertised new appliances and gadgets available to suburbanites.
Wurdeman and Becket designed the one-story home, with over-hanging eaves, covered
walkways, and clerestory windows to reflect modern life, but they had little control over
the furnishings. Nearby Bullock's department store provided most of the furniture, and
26

Frederick W Jones, “Pueblo Del Rio: Los Angeles’ Most Recent Housing Project,” Architect and
Engineer 150 (1942): 11–21.
27 Nicolai Ouroussoff, “Back to the Housing Lab: The Restoration of L.A.’s Pueblo Del Rio,” Los Angeles
Times (Los Angeles, CA, 2001).
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Burns worked with companies to feature cutting-edge products: tankless toilets, outdoor
kitchens, and the Precipitron, an electronic air purifier.28 The project was a success,
attracting more than one million visitors and the attention of House Beautiful Magazine,
who published a forty-two-page article about it May 1946.

The Post-War house

advertised appliances, furnishings, and other household products in a modern setting, but
perhaps, most importantly, it promoted the modern lifestyle. In line with Wurdeman and
Becket’s wartime work, it was rationalist and efficient. Gone were the historicist details
of the Hollywood mansions, and in place was a cost-effective and functional living
environment.
As the war came to a close, the demand for new construction soared. Wurdeman
and Becket designed a streamlined Tilford’s Restaurant in Los Angeles and an "outdoor"
elementary school in Manhattan Beach.29 The school featured covered pathways that
connected bright, window-filled classrooms, foreshadowing many of concepts in
Bullock's Pasadena.30
Bullock’s and Beyond
1944 was a pivotal year for Bullock's department stores. Led by P.G. Winnett,
they were about to announce a major merger with competitor I. Magnin, and as part of a
post-war expansion plan, they were planning to build a new store in Pasadena.31
Winnett needed a multi-dimensional architect, someone capable of creating a new
building typology and working with high-end design. The city of Pasadena had the
28

“‘Post War House’ to Display Use of New-Era Innovations,” Los Angeles Times (1923-Current File)
(Los Angeles, Calif., United States, Los Angeles, Calif., 1946).
29 Hunt, Total Design: Architecture of Welton Becket and Associates, 10–11.
30 “Elementary School for Manhattan Beach, California” Architectural Forum 82 (1945): 130–[131].
31 “Store Chains to Combine,” New York Times (1923-Current File) (New York, N.Y., United States, New
York, N.Y., 1944); “Bullock’s and I. Magnin & Co. Plan Merger,” Los Angeles Times (1923-Current File)
(Los Angeles, Calif., United States, Los Angeles, Calif., 1944).
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highest per-capita income in California, and this store, though unique, would need to
appeal to a wealthy clientele.

Winnett found inspiration in the Hollywood homes

Wurdeman and Becket had designed for several of his friends. He envisioned their casual
elegance as model for the new Bullock's.
When Bullock’s Pasadena opened in 1947, it became the prototype for standalone department stores. Others were measured against its sumptuous materials, modern
furnishings, open-plan layout, and attention to the customer--from parking to paying. Star
News praised Pasadena’s design as “the store of the future” and crowned it “the Taj
Mahal of department stores.”32
Wurdeman and Becket’s partnership with Bullock’s offered an opportunity to
evolve their previous vision of total design into a comprehensive methodology. Before
building models or sketching design solutions, they studied the inter-workings of other
Bullock’s department stores and researched the areas surrounding the site. For the first
time Wurdeman and Becket used research to drive their design. The more they studied
the more detailed and customized Bullock’s became. By the 1950s Wurdeman and
Becket would have establish one of the largest store planning divisions in the country,
with departments devoted to signage, branding, merchandising, and space planning.
Only one month after Bullock's Pasadena opened, Wurdeman and Becket
completed another Bullock’s in Palm Springs. Smaller than its Pasadena cousin, the Palm
Springs store catered to the droves of movie stars and other wealthy Angeloans wanting
to escape the city. It featured custom, modular furniture and an open plan similar to
Pasadena, but it lacked the same level of detail. Pasadena had been studied, refined, and
perfected to create an unprecedented retailing machine. Palm Springs utilized many of
32

John Dreyfuss, “In the Beginning ... A Pre-Bullock ’ s Pasadena,” Los Angeles Times (Los Angeles,
1981).
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the same concepts, but the interiors, for example, lacked the same coherence. Rattan
furniture, with bold floral prints, contrasted with the sleek, custom-designed store fixtures
and displays. Wurdeman and Becket had designed Bullock’s Palm Springs as they were
completing the Pasadena store. This had an obvious impact on the design, and it appears
that they were not able to finalize the small details.
Wurdeman and Becket collaborated with Bullock's on more than twenty-five
projects, before the chain consolidated with Federated Department Stores in 1988. The
Bullock's influence would extend beyond retail environments. A Bullock’s Board
Member, who was also an executive at General Petroleum, recommended Wurdeman and
Becket to design the oil company's new headquarters in downtown Los Angeles.33 The
504,000 square foot structure, crowned the largest office building in Southern California,
shows the next iteration in total design. Bullock's Pasadena explored flexibility and
efficiency though modular stock rooms, adaptable furniture, and movable partitions—all
interior components. In the Petroleum building Wurdeman and Becket took these
concepts further, integrating flexibility and cost-savings into the building envelope and
construction process.
To create a more connected interior and exterior, Wurdeman and Becket
employed a grid system—a seven-foot module—to guide the design. Standardized
buildings components offered additional cost savings and greater interior flexibility. By
designing modular offices on the seven-foot module, spaces could be resized quickly to
fit changing staffing requirements. To further reduce construction costs Wurdeman and
Becket developed a lightweight concrete, necessary for fireproofing, to coat the steel
girders. This allowed the engineers to install lighter, therefore less-expensive, steel and
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saved an estimated $800,000.34 Wurdeman and Becket were also concerned with the
client's satisfaction and maintenance costs after construction. To mediate heat-gain and
glare, resulting from the California sun, they installed vertical aluminum "fins" to shade
the structure. Completed in 1949, the Petroleum building was a rare example of modern
construction in historic downtown Los Angeles. They mayor hoped it would be a beacon
for growth: "This beautiful new home of General Petroleum is a building worthy of the
great city Los Angeles is and the still greater it is destined to be. It sets the pattern for the
business center of the West's largest metropolis, now the third largest in the nation."35 But
Angelenos continued to move to the ever-expanding suburbs.
Wurdeman and Becket's high-profile collaborations with Bullock's, General
Petroleum, and Prudential made them magnets for companies looking to expand. Unlike
some architects who built monuments to their ego and were notorious for going over
budget, they prided themselves on designing individual buildings suited to each client.
Between 1947 and 1950 Wurdeman and Becket developed relationships with Hilton
Hotels, UCLA, and May & Co. By 1948 they had $121 million in work on the boards and
more than eighty employees.36 Business was booming, but in 1949 Wurdeman suffered a
heart attack in his doctor's office. He did not recover and died at age forty-six. Becket
became the sole owner, remaining the firm Welton Becket and Associates.37
Life without Wurdeman
Wurdeman's death had blindsided Becket. They had been partners for almost
nineteen years, collaborating so closely that they shared the same desk. But Becket
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pushed forward, and by the 1950 Becket and Associates was quickly becoming one of the
largest architecture firms in the United States.
Part of this success was due to the millions of dollars of work provided by UCLA.
Becket served as their supervising architect for nearly twenty years, during which he
completed some of the most prominent buildings on campus, including the UCLA Center
for Health Sciences (1948-1970), the Engineering building (1952), Schoenberg hall
(1955), the Ackerman Union building (1959-1960), and the Pauley Pavilion (1965).38
Whether designing or consulting for UCLA, Becket refused to spend more money than
necessary. Under his guidance the school instigated a number of cost-saving measures.
Some of these included eliminating built-in closets in dorm rooms, exposing pipes for
easier maintenance, obtaining topsoil from on-campus sources, reducing hallway sizes,
and installing automatic sprinkler timers.39 Becket also recommended UCLA complete a
series of studies to better understand their needs. They responded by hiring a full-time
researcher who provided information on student and faculty habits as well as space
requirements.
With an army of nearly 200 architects, interior designers, engineers, graphic
designers, and urban planners, Becket and Associates worked with machine-like
efficiency. Corporations appreciated a principal architect who talked like a CEO and a
design team who understood the bottom-line. But Becket and Associates' architecture
began to change around the 1950s. Their designs were still functional, client-driven, and
without a particular style, but they were characterized increasingly as being bland and
inaccessible. Part of the shift was also due to the clients—governments and corporations
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who requested cheap, box-like structures to house their employees or tenants. The midcentury had an insatiable demand for ever-quicker and cheaper construction. Becket and
Associates obliged, but amidst the rush, they remained dedicated to improving the user
experience, even in low-budget projects.
In 1950, contrasting with the monotonous office buildings and university dorms,
Becket and Associates partnered with Bullock's for another department store. After three
successful projects, Winnett handed Becket complete design control. When it opened in
1950, Bullock's Westwood became a premiere example of total design. Becket and
Associates coordinated every detail: landscaping, custom tiles, sculpture, finishes,
wrapping paper, and clothing labels—nothing escaped their attention.
Becket's success continued, and in 1952 the American Institutes of Architects
honored him as a Fellow, their highest award.40 More important commissions followed,
including several of his most iconic Los Angeles designs: the Capitol Records tower
(1955), the Beverly Hilton (1955), the Parker Center (1955), and the Los Angeles
Memorial Sports Arena (1959).
The Capitol Records tower, with its state-of-the-art recording studio, once
produced records for Nat King Cole, Frank Sinatra, Dean Martin, and the Beach Boys.41
Renovated in 2001, it continues to be one of Los Angeles's most beloved structures. Of
similar renowned, Becket's Beverly Hilton continues to attract Hollywood celebrities and
play host to elegant events. As American hotels eliminated exterior balconies, Becket
surrounded the Hotel with rows of outdoor verandas. Becket and Associates’ evergrowing size and reputation allowed them unmatched design control. In the Hilton this
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included selecting 200 pieces of custom pottery, artwork, and tropical landscaping,
among other features. Under the continued ownership of Hilton Hotels, it has retained
most of the original exterior and an almost identical interior layout.
During the 1960s Becket and Associates built upon the success of previous
decades. The small partnership had become an architectural juggernaut, with almost 500
employees. And Becket was always searching for new talent. He offered salaries and
benefits above competing firms and gave young graduates important positions on multimillion dollar contracts.42 But Becket had no patience for stars. He insisted reporters and
editors credit the firm as a whole, without mention of individual architects. People either
loved or hated working for Becket. He was generally a kind man, showing a personal
interest in his staff and surprising new employees with an invitation to dine in the
executive conference room, but he had a temper and demanded near perfection.
By 1965 Becket and Associates had offices in San Francisco, Los Angeles, New
York, and Houston. The potential for growth seemed infinite, projects growing ever
larger in scale and scope. Becket also began the construction on a personal dream--an
architectural research addition to the Los Angeles office.
Changing of the Guard
Then, in 1968, Becket suffered a heart attack.43 Architecture was his life, but after
losing Wurdeman, he understood the potential consequences. Becket agreed to cut back
his responsibilities, withdrawing as UCLA's supervising architect, and tried spend more
time at home. But in January of the following year he had another heart attack and was
unable to recover. Becket died at age sixty-six, and according to his wishes, his son,
MacDonald Becket, took control of the firm. Accounts vary, but under the younger
42
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Becket's leadership, Becket and Associates began to spend money much more freely than
before. One of Becket’s sons, Bruce, fought for control with his cousin, but the situation
did not improve.44 Lawsuits were filed and things continued to deteriorate until 1987
when the firm merged with Ellerbe Associates, forming Ellerbe-Becket.
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Chapter 2: Bullock’s Pasadena
THE BEGINNING OF BULLOCK’S
In 1907 John Bullock opened the first Bullock's Department Store at the corner of
Seventh and Broadway in downtown Los Angeles. Funded by Broadway Department
Store owner, Arthur Letts, Bullock’s specialized in high-end merchandise and customer
service. Lett’s enlisted Bullock, a top manager at Broadway, and P.G. Winnett, an upand-coming talent, to create the concept for a new department store. Together they
developed a store “that will never know completion and that will strive always to secure
the satisfaction of every customer.”45 This customer service-centered philosophy became
the cornerstone of the original downtown flagship, and in 1929 transferred to the new
Bullock’s Wilshire.
After the success of the downtown store, Bullock and Winnett expanded into the
higher-end market.

They selected a location along the mostly residential Wilshire

Boulevard and hired architects John and Donald Parkinson. The 241-foot tall Art Deco
tower, with its copper accented facade, was visible for miles.

This skyscraper to

consumption was also the first store in California, and likely the United States, to cater to
the automobile. The front entrance had a covered porte coche with valet parking, and the
Parkinson brothers decorated the facade with bold ornamentation to attract drivers. They
also eliminated storefront display windows and other elements designed solely to attract
pedestrians.46
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The interior was equally spectacular.

The Parkinsons worked with interior

designer Eleanor Lemaire and interior architect Jock Peters to create a luxurious shopping
experience.47 Travertine floors, imported marble veneers, rosewood display cases, and
hand-painted murals were but a few of the features on the main levels. For its most elite
shoppers, Bullock's Wilshire also offered couture salons and private showrooms. These
exclusive shops included the elaborately paneled and bronze-leafed Louis XVI room and
the intimate Coco Chanel salon to display her couture collection.
Many expected Bullock's Wilshire to fail. The epicenter of Los Angeles was still
downtown, and critics wondered how such a large store could stay open in a residential
area. On September 26, 1929 the LA Times became one of the first to declare the store a
success: "And now once again Mr. Bullock backs his faith. Nowhere in all the world is
there such a completely beautiful, esthetic building as that which opens for business
today on Wilshire Boulevard. It represents not alone a colossal investment; not alone the
acme of exquisite architectural beauty; not alone almost idealistic conceptions of modern
business, but a courageous faith in the growth of the city in that particular direction."48
Other department stores soon followed. For many years Bullock's Wilshire attracted the
upper-echelon of Hollywood society; John Wayne, Greta Garbo, Clark Gable, and Alfred
Hitchcock were but a few of the celebrities who frequented the store.49
A NEW STORE
In 1944 Winnett, president following John Bullock’s death, was preparing to
announce a merger with competitor I. Magnin. Stifled by the War and the depression
before it, he was eager to expand and build a new store the post-war consumer. A
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member of several Los Angeles planning boards, Winnett criticized the city for
neglecting to develop comprehensive growth plans or address mounting traffic
problems.50

He saw what was coming—the mass exodus to the suburbs and the

dominance of the automobile—but he was unsure how to design for it.
Wurdeman and Becket were an unlikely choice. They lacked large-scale retail
experience, and much of their recent work had been residential. But Winnett desired to
reimage the modern department store, and they offered fresh ideas and a promise of
machine-like efficiency.
Little is known about Winnett and Becket's working relationship, but they
continued to collaborate on Bullock’s stores until Winnett relinquished control to his sonin-law, Walter W. Candy Jr. As individuals each was an anomaly his field—Becket, an
architect who placed a client's needs above style or ego, and Winnett, an executive who
valued beauty and customer service even at the expense of his bottom line. Together,
they made possible that which each had been trying to master individually. Winnett was a
businessman searching for a building to reinvigorate his brand and express a modern
lifestyle. Similarly, Becket was an architect struggling to define his design process and
looking for an opportunity to control completely a design. Bullock’s Pasadena offered the
opportunity for both.
RESEARCH, RESEARCH, RESEARCH
After receiving the Bullock’s contract, Wurdeman and Becket initiated a year of
research—unprecedented for them in both scale and scope. They interviewed all levels of
Bullock’s employees, from saleswomen to executives. Becket later joked: “we spent so
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much time nosing around in Bullock’s stores people thought we worked there.”51 They
studied workflow, merchandising, and inventory management. And following the
Bullock's mission statement, Wurdeman and Becket always strove to improve the
customer experience. They charted shopping habits and conducted extensive
demographic analyses to determine who would visit the store, how they would get there,
and what they would purchase.
Parking = Purchasing
Months of study convinced Becket that the arrival sequence was critical to
purchasing decisions. He believed buying began before shoppers entered the store—street
appeal, signage, parking congestion, and landscaping all had the ability to affect a
purchase.52 The parking lot, often ignored today, played a major role in Wurdeman and
Becket’s design. They included three separate areas for parking: a lower motor court on
the south side, an upper motor court on the north side, and an employee parking area on
the roof deck. The south motor court, located down grade, offered an entrance to the
lower level home furnishings department. Customers shopping on the middle level, the
largest clothing department, would have parked on the north motor court and entered
through one of three doors. The roof level featured a much smaller parking area and
offered employees direct access to their cafeteria and kitchen.
Becket directed the design and traffic flow of the tripartite parking lot. Utilizing
concrete planters and outdoor lighting, he separated traffic from parking and created
areas for pedestrians. Becket placed the upper motor court on the north side of Bullock’s,
making it accessible from both Hudson Avenue and Del Mar Street. When entering from
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Del Mar, drivers had two options: travel straight, down the central lane to a covered dropoff area, or take a right where they could search for a parking space in the rows of oneway aisles. This separated the faster traffic, those driving directly to the entrance, from
the slower drivers, those cruising for a parking space. The upper motor court connected
to the roof deck, but it could not be accessed from the lower motor court located on the
south side of Bullock’s.
Becket designed the lower motor court to include two entrances on South Lake
Avenue and none on Hudson. South Lake was the largest and most trafficked street
surrounding Bullock’s. By placing the lower motor court entrance on the south side,
Becket forced drivers from the center of Pasadena or highway 210 to pass the store
before having the option to park. This offered more opportunity for impulse shopping
trips.
Becket rarely published his architectural musings, but in 1955 he wrote an article
in Traffic Quarterly to address parking in retail architecture. In “Traffic Problems of
Shopping Centers," Becket dissects parking requirements and offers insight into the mind
of the shopper. A decade after Bullock's Pasadena, his additional years of experience are
evident, but many of his ideas were first developed during the 1940s. Becket divides the
customer’s arrival into four stages: “(1) the road he travels to get to the center; (2) the
point where he leaves the road and drives into the center’s grounds; (3) his search for a
parking space, and (4) his walk into the stores.”53 Becket also reveals his method for
calculating the number and angle of parking spaces. Cautioning against excessive parking
spaces, which can make a store appear unpopular, he recommends a series of calculations
to determine the optimum number of spaces.
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Connecting with Nature
“Traffic Problems” reveals that Becket did not view the parking lot as an island.
As other department stores cut landscaping budgets, Bullock's hired landscape architect
Ruth Shellhorn. Regarded by her peers as an “architect’s landscape architect,” she
demonstrated a strong knowledge of construction and respect for architecture.54 A female
landscape architect during a time when women were still viewed as inferior, Shellhorn’s
talent proved greater than any gender discrimination—her designs defining much of
California's mid-century landscape aesthetic.
Winnett offered few design directives for the Bullock’s, but he was specific in
requesting, “lush, tropical-like landscaping and forbade the use of eastern-looking
plants.”55 Shellhorn responded with glossy palms and lush greenery to reflect the sunfilled California lifestyle. Planting in long, low rows, her landscapes echoed both the
sleekness of Wurdeman and Becket’s design and the cars driving by it. Acknowledging
Becket's desire to attract motorists, Shellhorn planted towering palms on South Lake
Avenue, creating “a skyline” that was visible from blocks away. She also enhanced the
motor court entrances with flowering plants designed to entice shoppers. And in an effort
to divide the six acres of parking, Shellhorn scattered trees and plantings throughout an
otherwise overwhelming sea of asphalt.56
After working with Neutra, Becket began to construct buildings that related
closely to the landscape. First visible in the House of Tomorrow, his designs featured
expansive outdoor terraces, covered walkways, and large areas of glass.

With the

prominence of the automobile, windows were becoming unnecessary in department
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stores. Architects were eliminating not only display windows, but all types of glazing,
creating retail environments devoid of natural light. Wurdeman and Becket, in contrast,
utilized a variety of fenestration in Bullock’s. Not intended for display, their windows
allowed in light and views of the Sierra Madre Mountains. Further inspired by the
California climate, Wurdeman and Becket collaborated with Shellhorn to create plantfilled terraces and patios. Free to wander outside or to watch the street below, customers
described a calming, home-like atmosphere.
OPEN FOR BUSINESS
Wurdeman, Becket, Winnett, and Shellhorn had created a department store like no
other—elegant, modern, efficient, and automobile-friendly. But not everyone was
convinced Bullock’s Pasadena would succeed. The LA Times suggested the residentialinspired interior could be converted into a country club if sales fell short.57 Others
questioned the need for a six-acre parking lot, and speculated if a residential area could
support such a large store. Three years after Winnett first announced Bullock’s Pasadena,
it opened to the public on September 10, 1947.
Bullock's Pasadena featured innovative merchandising displays, modular
furnishings, and flexible space planning, but the building itself was rooted in the past. A
simplified Streamline Moderne design, its porthole windows and sleek curves allude to a
paired down Pan-Pacific Auditorium.

By 1947 Wurdeman and Becket had already

designed the Post-War house and the Manhattan Beach elementary school, structures that
embraced fully the modernist canon, but when building Bullock's Pasadena they chose a
more traditional form language. As part of total design, Becket created architecture that
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transcended a singular style. In Bullock's he integrated the flexibility and openness of
modernism with the elegance and drama of Moderne architecture.
This bifurcated style also continued in Bullock’s materials palette. Similar to
Wurdeman and Becket’s Post-War house, Bullock’s was constructed with Pennsylvania
fieldstone, concrete, wood, and glass.

And drawing from their Moderne designs—

Tilford's restaurant and the Pan-Pacific auditorium—it featured a curved, aluminum
canopy, shading shoppers near the Lakeshore Drive entrance.

This combination of

Moderne and modern represented well Winnett’s vision for suburban retailing—a store
built like a machine with the finesse of a high-end residence. A strictly modernist design
could have alienated wealthy clientele, who associated luxury with Parisian salons and
the Wilshire Coco Chanel suite. And a Moderne store, with abundant chrome displays
and vibrant wall murals, could have overpowered the more demure merchandise.

This

marriage of styles represented the best of both, and allowed Becket to subtly introduce
modernist architecture into the suburbs.
The community responded favorably to Bullock’s Pasadena.

By hosting art

exhibits, sponsoring local schools, and creating hundreds of jobs, Bullock’s became a
beloved institution and a catalyst for growth. Pasadena residents had grown tired of
shopping downtown. Much like today, the experience could be stressful, involving long
lines and few parking spaces. Bullock’s provided an alternative. With its soft color
palette and lush, tropical landscaping, it resembled a resort more than a department store.
A 1950 Rotarian article compares shopping at Bullock’s Pasadena with a downtown
department store:
Approaching the store by automobile, one drives into spacious parking grounds.
Leaving his car, he walks throughout beautifully landscaped gardens and along
terraces flanked by comfortable seats and tables, and enters by one of several
doors, all of which lead to the central carpeted concourse from which all
27

departments radiate. One the upper floor a tearoom commands an exquisite view
of the Sierra Madre Mountains. Everywhere are exquisite color schemes, carpeted
floors, and comfortable furniture to provide perfect relaxation while shopping.
Contrast this with the ordeal of yesterday which meant a long drive downtown, a
search for a place to park the car, a several-block walk to the store, standing long
hours on hard floors, looking vainly for a place to rest, the walk back to the car
with arms lade, and the long drive home through heavy afternoon traffic.58
Architectural critics, some concerned with style over usability, were more
reserved about Bullock’s. Those who prescribed to Modernism, prophesized as the
answer to the eclectic revivalism of the nineteenth century, were Becket’s harshest critics.
They did not respect, and appeared confused by, his “flippant” mixture of modernist
principles with a variety of “styles.” In 1948 Architectural Forum approves of Bullock’s
layout, stock room, and other functional requirements but is critical of its “club-like”
appearance:
Other factors, however, account for some of the building’s more startling
departures from the norm. Inside and out, it looks more like a club than a store-and a rather expensive club, at that. This too is a deliberate reflection of Bullock's
bid for the carriage trade. The store makes a wide use of daylight, when many
others are cutting it out entirely. It places a good portion of its stock out where it
can be seen and handled, just when many competitors are putting theirs out of
sight. And it is so committed to motorized customers that it is six blocks from the
nearest shopping district, devotes six of its eight acres to parking, has no sidestreet show windows, and only one pedestrian entrance.59
These opposing opinions, showing a split between the public and the architectural
community, have contributed to the misunderstandings that surround Becket’s legacy.
Merchandising Strategies
Wurdeman and Becket built Bullock's Pasadena with three levels of shops
designed for the rapidly-expanding suburban middle class.
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partially below grade, offered a variety of home furnishings and accessories. Above it,
the middle level catered mostly to women, with a small wing reserved for the men’s
ware. The top floor, with its mountain views, featured an outdoor terrace that wrapped
around the building and a dining room with floor-to-ceiling windows. It also included
the always-active children’s shops, vibrant areas that contained an abundance of toys, a
pint-sized barbershop, and a colorful global mural in the boy’s department.
With few walls and large floor plates, Wurdeman and Becket chose to further
divide each level into individual "shops." This avoided a corporatized appearance and
imbued Bullock’s with the curated elegance of a collection of small boutiques. The
"shops" also helped Wurdeman and Becket meet Bullock’s unique merchandising
requirements. Beginning with the Wilshire store, Bullock's eliminated the use of a
central stockroom, instead, preferring smaller storage areas placed throughout the store.60
A design challenge in a traditional department store, these small, scattered stockrooms
proved almost impossible in the open plan Pasadena. In response, Wurdeman and Becket
designed a series of modular stockrooms. They functioned as dividers between shops and
created areas for storage, display, or both, as in the home furnishings department.
Another precedent from Bullock’s Wilshire, “related merchandise display,”
further dictated the interior layout.61 Functioning like the “related items” link on today’s
online shopping charts, related merchandising was designed to increase impulse buying:
“appropriate types of women's gloves will appear in several shops—evening, street,
sportswear—rather than in one department labeled "gloves.""62 To work effectively,
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Wurdeman and Becket would have to design custom fixtures and fittings capable of
displaying an ever-changing array of products.
Departments
Lower Level
Bullock’s Pasadena offered a diverse selection of merchandise. Within a single
department store shoppers could purchase pianos, washing machines, wedding dresses,
toys, and patio furniture. Many of these large, expensive items were located in the home
ware department on the lower level. Shoppers would park on the lower motor court and
walk through the floor’s only entrance. Wurdeman and Becket divided houseware into
twenty-three individual "shops," which contained furniture, china, laundry equipment,
musical instruments, and anything else a mid-century household could want or need. The
shops formed a rectangular enclosure that directed shoppers through a prescribed
sequence. Customers entered into the formal furniture display and continued walking
through several other styles of furniture. After passing through the accessories, they
entered the bedroom shop, which included adjacent closet, bathroom, and boudoir shops.
Shoppers then walked to the back of house area that featured kitchen and laundry
equipment. The arrangement of shops suggests that Wurdeman and Becket designed the
housewares department to resemble the layout of rooms in a typical home. This would
also conform to related merchandise display by placing corresponding products next to
each other.
Collaborating with interior designer Raymond C. Dexter, Wurdeman and Becket
created a unified houseware department with unique shops. Without solid walls or
signage, they relied on changes in lighting levels, ceiling heights, and materials. To
delineate between styles in the furniture shop, which featured traditional, modern,
30

provincial, and patio selections, Wurdeman and Becket created small vignettes that
reflected each style of furniture. The Traditional shop, located nearest the entrance, was
the most extravagant, featuring a circular fountain and indoor gazebo. They created a
much simpler environment to showcase the modern furniture. This shop, in particular,
showcased the furniture and not the display itself.
The home-furnishing’s central area, partially-enclosed by displays, offered a
range of home accessories, dishware, and china. One of the most streamline areas of the
store, it featured curved, veneered cabinets and a matching rounded ceiling plane. Cove
uplighting, not present in Martin’s or Loewy’s 1948 department stores, visually extended
the height of the ceiling and provided an indirect light for shoppers to browse china. The
display cabinets, light in color and appearance, had recessed toe kicks that created an
illusion that the cabinet was floating. Their gently rounded corners and simple, brass
hardware coordinated with the Store’s merchandise to the extent that it was difficult to
discern merchandise from display. To optimize flexibility, Wurdeman and Becket
designed the displays as single-level planes that could be stacked with modular pieces to
create several tiers. This offered Bullock’s greater merchandising freedom and created
more dynamic displays.
The houseware department occupied the middle of the lower level, leaving twothirds of the floor to service functions. With the staff lounge and kitchen on the top floor,
the lower level’s back of house included shipping and receiving, a large stock rooms,
wrapping departments, storage closets, and offices. Wurdeman and Becket used the
shipping and receiving area to create a hub for Bullock’s package delivery system. After
a customer made a purchase, a series of chutes and conveyors would send the item from
the stock room, to the wrapping department, and out to the motor court “will-call” desk.
The shopper drove to the desk and a clerk would promptly load the package into the car.
31

Developed to coordinate stock rooms, the inventory network became a press and
customer favorite, representing Bullock’s dual goals of customer service and efficiency.63
Middle Level
The majority of shoppers entered Bullock’s Pasadena through the middle level.
Dedicated almost entirely to women’s clothing and accessories, customers could also
visit the salon or consult with a perfumer. Unlike the exclusive salons of Bullock’s
Wilshire, Pasadena showcased its full inventory on the main sales floor. Wurdeman and
Becket did not build walls around expensive fashion, but they did design the women’s
shops with varying levels of formality. They placed casual and utilitarian items near the
entrances, with evening and lingerie located on the back walls. The women’s sportsware
and casual clothing shops featured rectangular columns sheathed with light-colored stone
veneer and wooden ceiling planes with recessed lighting. Moving towards the back of
the store, the prices began to increase and the décor became more ornate. Chandeliers
replaced can-lights and mirrors took the place of stone veneer. Materials and finishes
were not the only changes. Wurdeman and Becket designed the eveningware and fur
shops with gentle curves and organic forms, but shops towards the front of the store were
almost entirely orthogonal. Bullock’s Pasadena lacked the salons of Wilshire, but interior
design continued to influence purchasing habits and indicate levels of affordability.
Despite centrally-located entrances and an orderly twenty-foot column grid, the
middle level lacked a strong axis. Customers entering from either Lake Shore or the
upper motor court had an unobstructed path to the back of the store, but scattered
partitions and displays along the central aisle prevented a symmetrical arrangement. This
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provided order but encouraged customers to wander on either side of the aisle and deviate
from their planned shopping destination.
Though mostly devoted to feminine ware, the middle level also featured a men’s
store. Wurdeman and Becket gave the men’s shop a somewhat separate wing on the
northeast corner. Its warm redwood paneling, masonry fireplace, and dark tile floors
contrasted with the lighter finishes in other departments. Wurdeman and Becket adjusted
seemingly small details—lowering the light level and selecting heavier furniture—to
appeal to men. Their tactics worked, and male shoppers raved: “it can be reached
without running the gauntlet of femininity.”64 In addition to suits and casual wear,
Wurdeman and Becket also included a college men’s shop and a small men’s furnishing
store on the southeast wing.
Top Level
Wurdeman and Becket divided the top level of Bullock’s into two areas: one for
eating and the other for playing. The floor featured the seemingly contradictory
children’s shop and dining room. Women interested in daily tearoom fashion shows
exited the elevators and walked northeast to the restaurant’s lobby.

This allowed

customers without children to bypass the toys and enter directly into a small lobby. The
tearoom and dining area changed names over the years, but during the 1940s and 1950s it
was famous for lunchtime fashion shows. Models would display the newest fashion
trends, hoping to convince diners to also purchase a new outfit. Wurdeman and Becket
also designed the dining room with a sun-filled terrace to let in light and allow patrons to
wander outside. During times of direct sun, Bullock’s covered the windows with a
translucent screen, similar to traditional Japanese shoji screens.
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Shoppers looking for excitement could cross the elevator banks and enter the
children’s shops. The boy’s shop had a curved ceiling with a colorful globe mural. Its
wood-lined walls and mapped-ceiling created a nautical shopping experience.

Just

beyond the boy’s clothing display was another surprise, a small barbershop. There were
also areas with toys, games, and stuffed animals. Kids could try on Boy Scout uniforms,
play with dolls, or buy clothes for college. Next to the children’s clothes, on the south
end of the store, college “girls” shopped for dresses to wear to fraternity events. The
analogous male department was located within the larger collection of men’s ware and
labeled “college men’s shop.” This reflected the larger opinion of women as childlike
and in need of supervision. The bridal department was also located within the “college
girls” shop, suggesting that marriage as part of the “typical” college experience—passing
women from one caregiver to another. In the decade to follow many of these opinions
would be questioned, but during the 1940s Bullock’s Pasadena expressed the views held
by many members of society.
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Conclusions
The story of Bullock’s Pasadena is also the story of Welton Becket. A clientfocused architect with an efficient design process, Becket lacked a project that allowed
him complete control.

And Bullock’s, a retailer known for customer service and

innovative merchandising, needed an architect to create a new model for retailing. The
result was a department store that became a prototype for post-war retailing and an
architect who would lead one of the world’s largest and most-influential architecture
firms.
Previous studies have relied on the Becket-coined moniker “total design” to
describe his all-encompassing approach to architecture that began with Bullock’s. By
definition, total design: “connotes both architectural philosophy and practice that
embrace all of the services required to analyze any architectural problem, perform the
necessary studies and research to solve the problem, and translate the solution into a
building or group of buildings.”65 But this offers a limited view of Becket’s architecture,
distilling it to a process or research model—something that can be imitated and
reproduced.
Becket’s success was not based on a formula or equation, as proven by the swift
decline of Becket and Associates following his death. Total Design author William D.
Hunt, who had been studying the firm around 1969, was optimistic that total design
would assure its continued success: “In the hands of these experienced and capable
people, and in those of other key employees, lies the future of Welton Becket and
Associates…the principles of architectural practice already established are strong and
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workable. And the firm itself has lots of good commissions on the boards and is in a
strong position in every way.”66 This, of course, was not the case. Though led by a
Becket-groomed protégé and top executives who had been with the firm since the 1940s,
Becket and Associates could not succeed without its leader. This should have been
evident. Becket and Associates was one of the four or five biggest architecture firms in
the world, but of most importance, it was the single largest run by one man.
The same qualities Becket’s peers criticized—his focus on cost-savings, his
tendency to mix formal languages, and his inclination to accommodate clients, sometimes
at the expense of a design—were also what made Becket and Associates thrive. These
attributes were part of Becket’s personality, not a component of total design or a division
in Becket and Associates. Simply put, Bullock’s Pasadena succeeded because Welton
Becket designed it.
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Illustration 1

Walter Wurdeman and Welton Becket, Bullock’s Department Store,
Pasadena, 1947, exterior, Maynard L. Parker Negatives, Huntington
Digital Library
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Illustration 2

Wurdeman and Becket, Bullock’s Department Store, Pasadena, 1947,
women’s casual ware, Maynard L. Parker Negatives, Huntington Digital
Library
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Illustration 3

Wurdeman and Becket, Bullock’s Department Store, Pasadena, 1947,
fountain, traditional furniture shop, Maynard L. Parker Negatives,
Huntington Digital Library
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Illustration 4 Wurdeman and Becket, Bullock’s Department Store, Pasadena, 1947, china
and accessories shop, Maynard L. Parker Negatives, Huntington Digital
Library
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Illustration 5

Wurdeman and Becket, Bullock’s Department Store, Pasadena, 1947,
women’s evening ware, Maynard L. Parker Negatives, Huntington
Digital Library
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Illustration 6

Wurdeman and Becket, Bullock’s Department Store, Pasadena, 1947,
dining room, Maynard L. Parker Negatives, Huntington Digital Library
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Illustration 7

Wurdeman and Becket, Bullock’s Department Store, Pasadena, 1947,
boy’s shop, Maynard L. Parker Negatives, Huntington Digital Library
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Appendix A: Literature Review

EARLY RECOGNITION
Before World War II, the local press featured Becket as much for his architecture
as for his social calendar. The Los Angeles Times reported about Mr. and Mrs. Becket’s
barbeques, trips to the Orient, and children's birth announcements alongside his designs
for veterinary clinics and Hollywood homes. During the War, Wurdeman and Becket
grew from two local architects to a nationally-recognized firm, employing almost eighty
designers.

Their collaboration with Richard Neutra and Paul Williams, two of

California's greatest mid-century architects, on the Del Rio housing project only furthered
their notoriety.
Armed with experience and a growing team of designers, Wurdeman and Becket
designed a Manhattan Beach elementary school and Tilford's Restaurant in Los Angeles.
Architectural Forum featured both designs, in 1945 and 1947 respectively, focusing
clearly on the architecture and not the architects.67 Both articles mention Wurdeman and
Becket by name only in the title, later referring to them as "the architects."
Before Bullock's Pasadena, literature about Wurdeman and Becket oscillated
between gossip and mentions of architecture.

But amidst dinner parties, brief

architectural snapshots emerge, foreshadowing the spatial arrangements and flexible
furnishings in Becket's more mature work. Forum's depiction of the Manhattan Beach
elementary school—highly-flexible, with indoor-outdoor spaces connected by covered
walkways—could just as well describe Bullock's Pasadena. Even Wurdeman and
Becket's early designs for movie stars display a dedication to complete architectural
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control and an adherence to rationalism. These early newspaper clippings and Forum
articles offer minimal insight into the inter-workings of Wurdeman and Becket, but the
images create a visual narrative valuable in assessing their future architecture.
The Bullock’s Effect
When Bullock's Pasadena opened on September 10, 1947, news of its success
spread quickly across the nation. Within six months Life, Record, and Forum all featured
this "store of the future." Reporters, once interested only in Wurdeman and Becket's
buildings, were now intrigued by the architects as well.
In March 1948 Life Magazine became, if not the first then certainly the largest,
national publication to interview Wurdeman and Becket. Published less than a year
before Wurdeman's death, “Construction: Walt & Welt” offers a candid view of their
partnership and friendship. They joke about pursuing the same girl in college and
reminisce about the hardships of the Depression.68 Hunt appears to have drawn his
biographical information, at least in part, from this article. His quotes and annotates are
almost identical.
Though brief, "Walt and Welt" provides a snapshot of Wurdeman and Becket
only months after completing Bullock's Pasadena. Becket, who is quoted the most,
expresses a commitment to efficiency, thrift, and research—concepts that first coalesced
in Bullock's.
The architectural community also took notice. In addition to several American
Institute of Architects (AIA) awards, architectural and interior design publications began
to feature Wurdeman and Becket with increasing regularity. In the two years following
Bullock's Pasadena, Architectural Record, Forum, and Interiors included them in twelve
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articles, more than three times their number of articles during the previous ten years. Of
these, the majority was in Architectural Record, an AIA publication.
One month after the Life feature, Architectural Record includes Bullock’s Palm
Springs in an issue dedicated to “Current Trends in Store Design.” The selection of Palm
Springs is surprising—Bullock's Pasadena was larger, more innovative, and more
expensive. Record's choice may have been influenced by its competitor, Architectural
Forum, who features Bullock's Pasadena in its retail issue just one month later.
Morris Ketchum Jr. explores retail outlets, including grocery stores, department
stores, and shoe stores. He features Bullock's Palm Springs along with two other
suburban department stores: Raymond Loewy's Rochester Lord & Taylor and A.C.
Martin's Los Angeles May & Co. Loewy's and Martin's department stores have more in
common with twenty-first century chains than with either Bullock's.69 They are tall,
whitewashed spaces, lacking any connection to their location. Structurally similar to
Becket's designs, with a regular column grid, permanent cabinets and fixtures create a
long, central aisle that restricts true flexibility. Ketchum, by his lackluster description of
Bullock's Palm Springs, appears to prefer the more "modern" Loewy and Martin designs:
"This drive-in department store, located in a winter resort, is another—and very
different—example of the trend toward large-scale decentralized shopping units.
Although the principal entrance for the automobile trade is on a rear parking court, design
interest has been centered, perhaps by force of habit, on the sidewalk approach."70
Becket’s original design had included floor-to-ceiling windows across the majority of the
storefront, but energy costs necessitated a reduced number of windows. These alternating
solid and transparent areas were not as effective and looked like they had been designed
69
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by an architect unsure of how to use display windows in suburban stores. This was not
the case but a result of tight budgets and close deadlines.
Ketchum also includes an overview of "current trends in store design." Without
mentioning specific architects or projects, he points to recent innovation in efficient store
planning and flexible layouts. Ketchum's ideal department store could as easily be a
description of Bullock's Pasadena: “organize each sales floor for flexible free-flow of
horizontal traffic and for centralized vertical traffic, which provides an efficient
merchandise transportation system for incoming stock and outgoing deliveries.”71 Neither
Loewy's Rochester Lord & Taylor or Martin's May & Co. exemplified these ideas as
much as Bullock's Palm Springs and especially Pasadena.
One month after Record's "current trends," Architectural Forum included
Bullock's Pasadena in its May issue. Record’s and Forum’s back-to-back features attest
to the popularity of not only Wurdeman and Becket, but of department stores in general.
Forum dedicated two full-page spreads to Bullock’s Pasadena, including detailed floor
plans, images, and descriptions unavailable in any other source. The editor’s opening
description of Bullock’s reflects the importance of the store and its uniqueness: “The past
year may have produced a few larger department stores than Bullock’s new showpiece in
Pasadena but none more lavish or unorthodox.”72 Like Ketchum's introduction to Palm
Forum’s editor paints Bullock's Pasadena as different from its contemporaries. The
phrase "none more lavish or unorthodox" reveals the inherent dichotomy facing these
critics. Still in the troughs of modernism, they are struggling to accept a store that is
efficient, machine-like, and modern in every sense, except that it is also "lavish."
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Becket’s Voice
Between 1955 and 1959 Becket published three articles, the only ones of his
career. In the years before and after Bullock’s, he rarely agreed to speaking engagements
or anything that would distract from architecture.73 What inspired this four-year period
of self-reflection and self-promotion? Perhaps it was a combination of factors, including
in 1952 the AIA named Becket a Fellow, the highest award bestowed by the organization.
Friends recounted that it was Becket's proudest accomplishment—an award, and perhaps
a feeling of long-awaited approval, from his peers. One of his articles, "How to Live
with Your Architect" (1959) reads like a promotional piece for the AIA, encouraging
business leaders to hire professional architects. Becket's two other writings focus on
parking, an obsession that began with Bullock's Pasadena. Interestingly, not one of his
three articles reveals much about Becket's practice or overtly promotes his architecture.
The first of Becket's two articles for Traffic Quarterly, "Traffic Problems of
Shopping Centers" (1955), critiques current parking lot design and site-planning
methods. Before offering solutions, he presents a history of the post-war automobile.74
Becket understands cars as both an impetus for growth and a source of congestion. He
describes the changing habits Americans after WWII—a tendency towards movement
and also rest, explaining that cars allow for more freedom but necessitate spaces for
leaving them unattended. This, Becket believes, coupled with people moving to the
suburbs, created shopping centers. He closes the history lesson with a call to architects,
urging them to adapt to both the driver and the pedestrian.
Unlike many mid-century architects—enamored with the potentials of the
automobile—Becket designed shopping centers to accommodate all modes of travel:
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public transportation, pedestrians, and automobiles.

In the article, he recommends

incorporating bus stops, sidewalk entrances, and other features to encourage shoppers to
leave their cars at home. This, he believes, would reduce the number of cars, thus
minimizing the amount of space devoted to parking lots, an area that does not generate
revenue.
Becket uses the remaining pages to discuss his methodology for determining the
number of parking spaces and their organization. His focus on research, which began in
Bullock’s, is integral to the site-planning process. Becket emphasizes the importance of
research and designing for a specific location, cautioning against parking ratios that do
not allow for demographics and regional characteristics. His process has matured, but at
its core remains a research-based methodology focused on the surrounding site
conditions.
In 1959 Becket's wrote "How to Live with Your Architect" for Building
Magazine.

The article is unique for its casual tone and candid commentary about

contemporary architecture. Part an endorsement for professional architects and part a
critique of his style-focused peers, the article was meant to address businessmen looking
to hire an architect. Becket criticizes architects who design according to "clichés" and
spend client's money to edify their ego: "The time is here when an economically designed
building is as much a tribute to his abilities as was the construction of a building that
served as a monument to his abilities to spend the owner's money."75 Amidst his
critiques, Becket also includes images of his buildings, suggesting Becket & Associates
as a model for professionalism.
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Becket follows his portrait of the ideal architect with a one-page explanation of
the bidding and construction process. "How to Live with Your Architect" lacks a clear
purpose, but like his Traffic Quarterly articles, shows few deviations from the clientcentric philosophy first established with Bullock's Pasadena.
Suburban Reality
By the 1960s Becket & Associates had expanded from designing stand-alone
department stores to creating large-scale shopping centers and multi-million dollar
mixed-use complexes. Critics' initial joy and optimism about the suburbs had begun to
wane. Previously bustling downtowns had been transformed, now desolate shells of their
former glory. Suburbs were also suffering, plagued by rows of identical houses and stripcenters. Architectural publications continued to feature these developments, including
those by Becket & Associates, but a call for change was also rising. In a 1968 Record
article that featured Becket, the editor lamented: “‘the vast sea of asphalt’—never
acceptable esthetically—is no longer economically justifiable.”76 Post-war optimism had
been replaced by concerns about rising real estate costs and ever-tightening profitmargins. Architects were also losing control of their projects—forced to comply with
department stores’ in-house design teams.
Becket’s designs also reflected the changing retail atmosphere. Once known for
creating site-specific stores, his designs became increasingly generic, able to fit in any
city. But elements of his 1940s and 1950s stores remained. In a 1969 Record article,
William Foxhall, who offers few positive comments about current shopping centers,
discusses "the sense of human scale and market place," in Becket’s Seremonte Store.77
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Becket and Associates continued to focus on design details, creating 40-foot skylights,
clerestory windows, and other unique lighting elements, not found in other shopping
centers.
A MONOGRAPH
Published in 1971, Total Design: Architecture of Welton Becket and Associates
remains the most complete record of Becket's architecture and continues to influence the
way many view his life and work. William Hunt Jr., the author of Total Design began
interviewing Becket in 1968, the year before the architect's death. Hunt claims Becket
granted him "full access" to the firm's top executives and its most intimate details. But
according to Martin Brower, Becket & Associates' Public Relation's Director during the
same period, Hunt failed to disclose that he had written much of book.78
A product of its time, Total Design emphasizes Becket & Associates’ assembly
line production methods. During the 1970s, as large architecture firms could have 500 or
600 employees with offices around the world. As a result individual creativity began to
be replaced by formulaic design processes.

Firms like Walter Gropius’ Design

Collaborative and Skidmore, Owings, and Merrill, developed methods to allow the
similar production of buildings across multiple offices.
In contrast to the rigid, corporate structure of these firms, the 1970s also produced
a growing architectural counter-culture.

Designers and theorists disillusioned with

modernism began to embrace the chaos and disorder of post-modern life.

Hunt

acknowledges these "reactionary" trends, but favors the "framework," "organization," and
"efficiency" of Becket & Associates. Whether prescribed by Becket & Associates or
Hunt, this machine-like architectural production frames the discussion.
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The majority of Total Design examines Becket's architecture following the mid1950s. Hunt offers a brief biography of Becket's life, including his early architecture
career, but this is clearly not his focus. The limited scope is understandable, considering
the volume of Becket's built work, but when discussing recent work, he draws few, if
any, connections to earlier projects. Hunt’s five-page exploration of the Humble Oil
Building (1959) does not any mention Becket's history of parking and site feasibility
studies, which first began in the 1940s.79 Total Design is a detailed snapshot of Becket
and Associates in 1969, but it cannot be considered a history or complete picture of the
firm.
Two Decades of Total Design
In 1982 Becket & Associates, under the leadership of Becket's nephew
MacDonald Becket, merged with Ellerbe & Company, forming a united Ellerbe Becket.
During these years of post-modernism, little was written about Becket. The few articles,
such as "The Carriage in the Needle: Building Design and Flexible Specialization
Systems" (1999), draw largely on Hunt’s Total Design. Becket's architecture was distilled
to his post-1960s process: “likening the building project to an assembly line moving
through the departments of his office and out to the site.”80 With several of Becket’s
structures falling into disrepair and others unable to adapt to twenty-first century
technology, critics took aim his work: “although highly efficient and attentive to the
client’s administrative concerns, the architecture they had previously produced did not
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suggest that they could create an inspired or significant work.”81 This criticism continued
until the early 2000s when a mid-century revival renewed interest in his architecture.
BECKET IN THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY
Mid-Century Maven
In 2003, the Los Angeles Conservancy partnered with architectural historian,
Alan Hess, to host "Built by Becket: A Centennial Celebration." The event marked a
renewed respect for Becket's architecture and featured a tour of his designs and a talk by
Hess. In his speech Hess questioned: "Why aren't Becket's monuments similarly
celebrated? [Referring to the work of Nuetra, Eames, Lautner, Koenig, and Ellwood."82
During the next few years, Becket's architecture would begin to be examined through
different lenses, no longer exclusive to Hunt's vision, but still tightly curated.
In 2010, Thomas Hines included Becket in Architecture of the Sun: Los Angeles
Modernism, 1900-1970. A survey of the development, peak, and downfall of LA's
regional modernism, Hines places Becket, along with William Pereia, in the chapter:
“The Corporate Modernism of Postwar Los Angeles.” More than other historians, he
characterizes Becket as a pure modernist: "Of the major corporate firms in postwar Los
Angeles, Becket's was the largest and most consistent in its development of the ethic and
aesthetic of the International Style."83 Not focused on efficiency and process, like Hunt,
instead Hines portrays Becket's formal qualities and design principles as neo-Miesen:
"W&B moved steadily from such exotic creations towards a decidedly more rationalist
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vein." His only criticism of Becket occurs when he sways from the modernist status quo:
"misguided attempts at "Mexican" and other postmodern themes that departed from its
mid-century commitment to creative modernism."84 The modernist qualities in Becket’s
architecture are undeniable, but Hines offers a limited view, more focused on style than
program and process, which truly defined his architecture.
Retail Giant
Recent publications have also featured Becket's contribution to retail architecture.
Richard Longstreth, an architectural historian and authority on American retail
environments, includes Becket in two publications The American Department Store
Transformed: 1920-1960 and City Center to Regional Mall: Architecture, the
Automobile, and Retailing in Los Angeles, 1920-1950.
In City Center to Regional Mall, published in 1997, Longstreth examines the rise
of the regional shopping center and the resulting transformation of Los Angeles. He
focuses particularly on the automobile's role in defining LA retailing, but offers a limited
description of Bullock's Pasadena. At times he characterizes Becket as an outsider,
lagging behind the other architects.85 This might apply to some of his later retail designs,
but only Longstreth's study ends in 1950, only two years after Bullock's Pasadena was
declared "the store of the future."

Longstreth praises Becket's focus on parking and

traffic congestion, mostly in footnotes, but does not investigate further.
Longstreth places Martin, Loewy, and Gruen within the larger trajectory of
department store design, but he depicts Becket as somewhat of an outsider. This
assessment is not off base. As evidenced in Record and Forum, Becket's contemporaries
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were also unsure how to categorize his architecture. City Center to Regional Mall offers
countless images of historical LA and contains information about many of Becket's
contemporaries, but its description of Becket and his influence on the city remains
incomplete.
The American Department Store Transformed, published in 2010, is similar to
City Center, but Longstreth examines changing shopping habits across the country, from
the downtown flagships of 1920s to the shopping malls of the 1960s. His discussion of
Becket is limited to brief descriptions or images of several projects, including Bullock’s
Pasadena, Bullock’s Palm Springs, Stonestown, and Century City. Longstreth's focus is
clearly on Victor Gruen. He mentions Gruen, the father of the modern mall, more times
than Becket, John Graham, A.C. Martin Jr., or any other architect. He glows about
Gruen's Milliron's Los Angeles, describing its theatrical entrance and roof-top parking,
but omits information about its failed designed that was partially to blame for the chain
closing two years later.86
There are several books, including Mall Maker: Victor Gruen, Architect of an
American Dream, and numerous articles that feature Gruen. And he, like Martin and
Graham, has a public archive. Longstreth's acknowledgments also offer insight into his
research. He thanks Gruen's, Martin's, and Graham's past employees and family
members, but he does not mention any connections to Wurdeman and Becket. The
American Department Store does not provide new information about Becket, but it
documents well the cultural and economic context of Bullock's Pasadena.
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